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Which Supreme Insole is Right For Me?
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less volume underfoot)
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Urethane
Anti-Fungus
Anti-Bacterial
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Reversed Arch
Promotes Skating Motion
vs Traditional Walking
Motion
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Rigid For More
Dynamic Energy
Fore Foot Support
Lightweight

DISCOVER THE SCIENTIFIC PROOF . . .

by JACKSON ULTIMA

WHO and WHY

These propietory insoles have undergone scientific testing at The University of Quebec
in Montreal (UQAM), examining the effect of an orthopedic insole on ankle stability in ice
skating.
Minimal research had been conducted in the past that evaluated the bio-mechanical effect
of the foot placement relative to blade alignment on the stability of the ankle.

HOW

Subjects performed on-ice skating with and without the insoles. Those with wider feet
used the 3° insole and narrower the 7°. Pressure sensor instruments provided readings
of each skater’s Center Of Pressure (COP). The COP and the location of the blade were
then compared - optimal stability occurs when the COP is equal to the blade location.

RESULTS

Blade Location
COP With Supreme Insole
COP Without Supreme Insole

The use of the insoles allowed the skater’s COP to be closer to
the blade of the skate, providing higher ankle stability. Since
the motion of skating is drastically different than walking, the
optimization of the skating boot should be specific to this unique
COP.

CONCLUSION

Since the risk of injury is often related to posture & stability, Supreme Insoles will
greatly reduce the risk of injury. The unique ‘reversed arch’ feature enables skaters
to experience a skating motion rather than a walking motion that every other insole on
the market offers.
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Centre of Pressure Aligned with Blade
Industry-First Skating Motion Insole
Greater Ankle Stability
Sustainable Balance
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Substantially Reduce Injury Risk
Perfect Fit
Improved Dexterity
Greater Speed

